
Alright, let’s discuss the elephant in the room and get it out of the way. Yes, October is the new December.
It is, as They say, the current holiday business trend. I have never quite been sure of who “They” are, but I
imagine that a mediocre-sized group of important decision makers (perhaps all of those “number 10’s” in
the “9 out of 10’s” that you hear about in every toothpaste, prescription, and food commercial. You know

the ones...their opinions are placed there in order to make sure there isn’t a full 10 out of 10 rating,
because we are historically a skeptical people, and perfection is to be scrutinized. Not going to lie, though-

-I truly don’t care if that 10th dentist recommends my Colgate. 

 
I do, however, care about what “They” are saying about this retail season. So I am responsibly making you
aware that shipping is delayed everywhere. That includes overseas shipments, which is where a lot of the

printing for all of these best-sellers is being done, since the Nation is short-staffed and everything is
running like molasses. Everyone is doing the best that they can, but this is why the Holiday shopping

season is essentially kicking off...now. In October. Fret not--we will not be putting Santa hats on pumpkins,
or setting up trees next week. There will not be a group of scarecrows at the bookstore playing with a

dreidel. We will not merge things together to the extreme...we are not Wally World. We WILL, however,
encourage you to think about those super hot titles that are being released in November and December,
and make sure you pre-order your copies. We will get initial shipments, and then the delays may begin.
Just picture cargo ships, stacked with pallets of best-sellers, are stuck waiting to dock and unload in a

large backed up cluster. All of the books, just waiting with their tiny book masks (well, depending on the
book...some probably won’t be wearing masks), clock ticking down to the day you were hoping to have

that gift in your loved one’s hands. Scary, isn’t it? Like a giant traffic jam of literary despair. That is why we
are here, though. The Indie bookstore Warriors. Ready and waiting, reading as many catalogs and lists as
humanly possible, day-in, day-out, prepping orders, and making sure we are going to be ready to beat out

the rest of the nation in snagging up YOUR copies of the books you want and need. Maybe even before
that big online retailer in the sky (we can say that now, can’t we, since he takes afternoon trips to space?

Ugh.)

Christmas. Hanukkah. Kwanzaa.  Festivus for the rest of us. 
 

We are in this together, no matter what you do, or do not, celebrate this time of year. Just know that we
are here to help you get what you need, whether that be a gift for you, or your in-laws, or your postal

carrier. One thing is a guarantee, though--there is no shipping delay on treating someone else with
kindness. Go ahead and give that gift every day. 

 

10 out of 10 dentists recommend it. 
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Literary Motives
By Suzannah Walter

 
It seems like the term social justice gets thrown around a lot these days. What does it really mean
and how can we effectively teach it to our children? Books can be a powerful tool for parents and

educators looking to raise compassionate, socially aware kids. 
 

Social justice suggests a fair and mutual duty in society where everyone is responsible for the
welfare of all people. It is never too early to teach social justice and the values of freedom, human
rights, dignity, and equality. It isn’t enough just to tolerate other’s differences. We must embrace

differences and find similarities. The messages young people absorb from books greatly influences
their ideas about themselves and others. Nowadays, there are so many wonderful books that offer
a world view different from our own. Stories give a variety of perspective and offer opportunities

for children to explore different experiences. When they hear the stories of Malala Yousafazai,
Muhammad Ali, Anne Frank, Jane Goodall, Temple Grandin, and Harvey Milk, they begin to see

themselves in the actions of the leaders that came before them. Walking in all those shoes helps to
build a community through examples of problem-solving, perseverance, courage, and empathy.

And, empathy is the ultimate motivation for social change.
 

As a former elementary teacher, one of my favorite things to do was read aloud. Whether it was a
quick picture book on the rug or a chapter book during our 30 minute read aloud time, I loved

sharing stories with my students. The books on social justice were the ones that always ended with
a meaningful discussion of the people and times they portrayed. The children would often express

their feelings on how someone was being treated and how they’d feel if they were them. One of the
older children, a 7 or 8 year old, would always remind everyone to speak up for a classmate in need,
whether they were a close friend or not. Once, while discussing a character in a book, a young child

said that the bully in the story was acting mean because they did not love themselves yet and it
was our job to show people love, so they could recognize it. These great discussions came from the

children because we created a culture of inclusion, peace, respect, and a love for all people.
Creating a world where people lead with compassion and understanding starts with children and it
is a culture you can start early on in your home or classroom. I am sure many of you already have!

Books are an incredibly easy way to get started.
Below are some of my favorite social justice books:

 
Swimmy by Leo Leonni

Steamboat School by Deborah Hopkinson and Ron Husband
Passage To Freedom by Ken Mochizaki and Don Lee

Grandfather Ghandi by Arun Ghandi
A is for Activist 

Malala’s Magic Pencil by Malala Yousafazai
Crossing Bok Chitto by Tim Tingle

I Have The Right To Be A Child by Alain Serres
Reading To The Chickens: The Story Of A Young John Lewis by Jabari Asim

Same, Same But Different by Jenny Sue Kostecki Shaw
 

I hope you learn more about some of these books and share the titles of your favorite books on
social justice. 

 



 

1.What is your favorite season in which to write?
Winter. I don't want to be sitting outside on the deck enjoying the summer nights.

2. List 5 adjectives to describe yourself.
Funny, determined, caring, smart, thoughtful

3. What was the first book that really had an impact on you?
A Wrinkle in Time. - I wanted to go find my own father. 

4. If you could tell your younger writing self anything would it be?
Don't worry about rules, do what you want. 

5. You were just given a yacht--what would you name it?
Area of Unlimited Possibilities.

6. What would you do if you were the last person on Earth?
Find a library next to a shopping center so I can set up a 

house that has everything I need. 
7. What is your favorite quote?

““if you argue for your limitations they are yours”― Richard Bach, Illusions: The
Adventures of a Reluctant Messiah

8. If you had your own talk show, who would be your first 3 guests?
Stephen King, Drew Barrymore, Justin Timberlake

9. Which movie would you like to see remade into a musical, starring the
original cast?

Harry Potter
10.. Garden gnomes--delightfully kitschy or frightening loiterers?

Love garden gnomes!

Lynn Cahoon
We Asked...Author

Author
M

ee
t the We asked authors 10 questions in order to get to know

another side of them. This issue's featured author is...

NYT and USA Today bestselling author, Lynn Cahoon, writes the Tourist
Trap, Cat Latimer and Farm-to-Fork mystery series. The Kitchen Witch

cozy mystery series will release in 2021. No matter where the mystery is
set, readers can expect a fun ride Sign up for her newsletter at

www.lynncahoon.com

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/30365
http://www.lynncahoon.com/


SUMMER SONS BY LEE MANDELO
Something in Summer Sons wormed its way into my psyche and I don’t think it’ll be letting go anytime

soon. In no way should this book be aspirational, and yet… every page managed to speak to the spark of
me that looks forward to the stickiness of summer nights in the south, the magic that can be found in the

land there, and longs for a bond that can transcend the veil, even when it threatens to subsume you. It
even made me miss grad school, while accurately making several critiques of academia as an institution. 

 
This book is unsettling, raw and aching, sometimes funny, strangely gentle, and eerily real.

While I tried to read this book as fast as the cars the boys in it drive, in the end I realized that would have
been the wrong way for me to consume this story. Instead, I let it trickle in, but the pull to read was still

magnetic, even if the first half or so of the book was more languid than I had anticipated. By the last
quarter I felt as if I was being inexorably dragged—in the best possible way—to the conclusion. The
writing, even when it’s grim, is both poetic and familiar, and demands that you drink in every word.

 
The relationships and characters here are so much to handle. I can’t articulate the things that I want to

about Eddie in this review, because I don’t feel like those thoughts are fully formed. But Andrew's
development is phenomenal. I sympathized with him throughout, of course, because being haunted and
dealing with the aftermath of your sort-of-more-than-best-friend’s death is a lot, but once things come to
a head and he can’t live in denial anymore, he... blossoms. He finally feels, and feels like he has a chance
at life. Riley, the roommate that Andrew inherits from Eddie, is great, and has some of the funniest lines
in the book. His relationship with his cousin, Sam—or Halse, depending on Andrew’s mood—is protective,
both ways. And at first I was wary about Sam, but he shifts so subtly from the persona you first see him

as to a full, complex person, and I really loved that. This is a slow-burn’s slow-burn, and it continues to be
right past the ending; I love how it’s done.

 
Lee Mandelo also truly nails the ache of longing, missed opportunities, and obsessive attachment. So
much so that it’s easy for me to forget that there was a plot outside of Andrew’s grief and trauma and

burgeoning relationships. But it’s there, and when they crash into each other and things are resolved—
with a moment in the forest that struck me hard in the heart—it’s with a strange sense of, as other

reviewers have said, calm and relief.
 

 

 A Viscerally Haunting Review from Gabriella...
(Our Fox on the East Coast)

Gabby
also

loved...



On the calendar...

AAUW Used Book Sale
is joining us!

Joelle Charbonneau

Lynn Cahoon

Face painting
by April!

Visit www.prairiefoxbooks.com/events for the full author lineup!



Wednesday, October
20th @ 6:00pm

Professor Emeritus and author
Allen J. Ottens will discuss his book
and share rare Civil War memorabilia 

from his personal collection! 

Free event--register for your seat at 
www.prairiefoxbooks.com/events 

or call 815-433-7323

Tuesday, October
26th

6:30pm-8:00pm 

Join Prairie Fox at the
Reddick Public Library as we

welcome back Leslie
Goddard!

 Free tickets available at both
locations starting October
18th on a first come, first

serve basis. 



Games for all ages! 



The Fox 
Thinks

These Ro
ck!

Holiday Edition

Check out these must-haves 

for the holidays!



Great Gifts Ideas for Everybody









Don't forget--some of the best gifts we helped send
out last year were Subscription Boxes! Order a

customized month-to-month box to be sent to your
favorite person's front door in an official bookstore
box! Boxes are great for kids, grandkids, teachers,

gardeners, teens, cozy readers, historians, and
everyone in between! 

We will be creating new boxes right before the
holiday, so check them out online! 



Some thoughts in closing...

 
We are in the midst of October, in that creepy, spooky portion of the month
where we sit back and realize that we, as retailers, need to head down to the

basements and start hauling up the holiday decorations. Soon, the spider webs
and pumpkins that we finally got situated will morph into turkeys, leaves,

twinkling lights....faux snow...TREES. It is go time, people. I look back to when I was
an avid Black Friday shopper--camping out for my cheap DVD deals. Celebrating

in the National holiday tradition of getting trampled and riding high on my 15
espresso shots before I crashed from fatigue, all so I could save $4.00 on movies

that I can stream on Netflix
Now, Black Friday has become Black Thursday. Thanksgiving Dinner with family
has become a rushed meal of carbo-loading, leading to bloated line-waiting for

those massive deals. No time to sit and talk with Nana Sally about memories--put
a piece of pumpkin pie in each hand and run out the door with some cranberry
sauce still dripping from your chin, and your comfy pants on the verge of going

on strike. It's time to get in line at Walmart! 
The point of this rant? Yes, we are a retail shop, and we plan on making sure we

help you find the perfect gifts this year for your favorite people, even if that
favorite people is yourself. We will NOT, however, be opening our doors on

Thanksgiving for super door-busters. We will be relaxing with our families, and we
encourage you to do the same.  While we will definitely be open for the usual
Black Friday festivities, and we are already mentally preparing for the opening
weekend of Kris Kringle Market that day, we want to remind you that it is still a

scary and unsure world out there in terms of "the virus". We are hopeful, just like
everyone, that there is light on the horizon. Please just keep this in mind while

you shop this holiday season--if a retail establishment asks you to wear a mask,
put a mask on, or politely move on. It is that simple. We offer curbside, online

shopping, local delivery--we will make it work for you. We just ask for respect this
holiday. And pumpkin pie. 

 


